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The particle transport of high ion temperature mode 
(high Ti mode) 1) was studied from temporal evolutions of 
electron density profiles and source profiles. High Ti mode 
was achieved in the co-injected neutral beam heated plasma 
under low recycling condition and without gas puffing. On 
the other hand, the ion temperature decreased with additional 
gas puffing. This is the so called L mode. As shown in 
Fig. 1, at 70 msec, central ion tempertautre ( Ti(O) ) is 650 
eV in high Ti mode and 380 eV in L mode, when the 
peaking factor , which is defined by the ratio of central 
density (ne(O)) to volume averaged density ( <ne> ), is 1.5 
in high Ti mode and 1.1 in L mode. This suggests that the 
improvement of ion energy confinement is associated with 
peaked density profiles. 
The particle confinement in both modes is studied 
by deducing of particle flux (I) from the integration of the 
particle balance equation shown bellow. 
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where r is radial position, ne the electron density, S the 
particles source, which consists of beam injection source 
(SNBI) and wall source (Swan)· Swall includes recycling 
source and gas puffing source. SNBI and radial profiles of 
Swall are calculated by the energy transport code PROCTR 
2) and the absolute value of Swall was determined as 
follows. At first the initial absolute value of Swall ( in 
this analysis, the value at 50 msec in high Ti mode) is 
determined by assuming the particle confinement time ('tp). 
Then absolute value at different time period is relatively 
calibrated by comparing the measured line integrated Ha 
intensity at the initial time with the one at different time 
period. 
Figure2 shows the time history of !-density 
gradient (dne/dr) plot of high Ti and L mode at r/a=0.6l. 
Here, the initial 'tp is assumed to be 4msec. The gradient 
of the plot indicates the diffusion coefficient and the value 
at dne/dr=O indicates the non diffusive flux . Here, positive . 
flux indicates outward flux. As shown in Fig.2, 1 of high 
Ti mode is smaller than that of L mode at the same density 
gradient, although the gradient of the plot (diffusion 
coefficient) is lager in high Ti mode. Therefore, the particle 
confinement in high Ti mode is improved by the smaller 
outward non diffusive flux, although the diffusive flux is 
larger in high Ti mode. 
This results do not change when the initial 'tp is 
changed by factor of two. More detailed analysis by using 
absolutely calibrated spectroscopic data is under way. 
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Fig.! Temporal evolution of central ion temperature ( Ti(O)) 
and peaking factor (ne(O)/ <ne> ). Ti(O) was measured by 
the charge exchange spectroscopy, and ne(O)/ <ne> is from 
HCN laser interferometer. 
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Fig.2 Comparison of !-density gradient (dnidr) plot. The 
plane line indicate high Ti mode, dotted line L mode. The 
data points are plotted every I Om sec. Pos itive flu x indicates 
outward tlux . 
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